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Disclaimer
Cautionary Statements Concerning Forward-Looking Statements
This presentation provides certain financial measures that do not have a standardized meaning prescribed by IFRS. Readers are cautioned to review the stated footnotes regarding use
of non-IFRS measures.
This presentation contains "forward-looking information" including without limitation statements relating to the liquidity and capital resources of RNC, production and cost guidance,
the potential of the Beta Hunt and Reed mines, and the potential of the Dumont development project and Orford Mining’s Qiqavik ,and West Raglan, exploration projects.
Forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors which may cause the actual results, performance or achievements of RNC to be
materially different from any future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements. Factors that could affect the outcome include,
among others: future prices and the supply of metals; the results of drilling; inability to raise the money necessary to incur the expenditures required to retain and advance the
properties; environmental liabilities (known and unknown); general business, economic, competitive, political and social uncertainties; accidents, labour disputes and other risks of
the mining industry; political instability, terrorism, insurrection or war; or delays in obtaining governmental approvals, projected cash costs, failure to obtain regulatory or shareholder
approvals. For a more detailed discussion of such risks and other factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those expressed or implied by such forward-looking
statements, refer to RNC's filings with Canadian securities regulators , including the most recent Annual Information Form, available on SEDAR at www.sedar.com.
Although RNC has attempted to identify important factors that could cause actual actions, events or results to differ materially from those described in forward-looking statements,
there may be other factors that cause actions, events or results to differ from those anticipated, estimated or intended. Forward-looking statements contained herein are made as of
the date of this presentation and RNC disclaims any obligation to update any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or results or
otherwise, except as required by applicable securities laws.
Cautionary Statement Regarding the Beta Hunt Mine
The decision by SLM to produce at the Beta Hunt Mine was not based on a feasibility study of mineral reserves, demonstrating economic and technical viability, and, as a result, there
may be an increased uncertainty of achieving any particular level of recovery of minerals or the cost of such recovery, including increased risks associated with developing a
commercially mineable deposit. Historically, such projects have a much higher risk of economic and technical failure. There is no guarantee that that anticipated production costs will
be achieved. Failure to achieve the anticipated production costs would have a material adverse impact on SLM’s cash flow and future profitability. It is further cautioned that the PEA
is preliminary in nature and includes inferred resources that are considered too speculative geologically to have the economic considerations applied to them that would enable them
to be categorized as mineral reserves. No mining feasibility study has been completed on Beta Hunt. Mineral resources are not mineral reserves and do not have demonstrated
economic viability. There is no certainty that the PEA will be realized.
Cautionary Note to U.S. Readers Regarding Estimates of Resources
This presentation uses the terms "measured" and "indicated" mineral resources and "inferred" mineral resources. The Company advises U.S. investors that while these terms are
recognized and required by Canadian securities administrators, they are not recognized by the SEC. The estimation of "measured" and "indicated" mineral resources involves greater
uncertainty as to their existence and economic feasibility than the estimation of proven and probable reserves. The estimation of "inferred" resources involves far greater uncertainty
as to their existence and economic viability than the estimation of other categories of resources. It cannot be assumed that all or any part of a "measured", "inferred" or "indicated"
mineral resource will ever be upgraded to a higher category.
Under Canadian rules, estimates of "inferred mineral resources" may not form the basis of feasibility studies, pre-feasibility studies or other economic studies, except in prescribed
cases, such as in a preliminary economic assessment under certain circumstances. The SEC normally only permits issuers to report mineralization that does not constitute "reserves" as
in-place tonnage and grade without reference to unit measures. Under U.S. standards, mineralization may not be classified as a "reserve" unless the determination has been made
that the mineralization could be economically and legally produced or extracted at the time the reserve determination is made. U.S. investors are cautioned not to assume that any
part or all of a "measured", "indicated" or "inferred" mineral resource exists or is economically or legally mineable. Information concerning descriptions of mineralization and
resources contained herein may not be comparable to information made public by U.S. companies subject to the reporting and disclosure requirements of the SEC.
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First Quarter 2019 and Recent Highlights
 Gold production re-started
 Limited restart of bulk gold mining is well underway at Beta Hunt. By the end of April 2019,
the restart has already achieved a 40,000 ounce annualized run rate

 Mining underneath Father’s Day Vein on 16 Level in A Zone during May
 Development is now sufficiently advanced to allow mining activities to begin underneath the
Father’s Day Vein Discovery (FDV) on 16 Level in A Zone targeting 1,406 g/t intersection just
7 metres below FDV

 First quarter gold production
 Q1 Gold mined production 3,716 ounces vs 13,780 ounces in Q1-2018
 In line with expectations due to the planned temporary ramp down of mining to allow
focus on drilling
 The gold mined grade in the first quarter was 3.36 g/t, 32% higher than in the Q1 2018

 Exceptional exploration results
 Results from the 40,000 metre drill program have been very positive.
 RNC is on track to complete a resource update by the end of the second quarter of 2019
 Focus now shifting from resource definition to exploration to test the substantial exploration
potential of each of the four shears on the property
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Beta Hunt Mine – First Quarter 2019 Overview
Q1 2018

Q1 2019

%
Change

169

34

-80%

2.54

3.36

+32%

381

69

-82%

Gold mined (ounces)

13,399

3,647

-73%

Total gold mined (ounces)2,3,4

13,780

3,716

-73%

Gold tonnes milled (000s)

110

50

-55%

Gold mill grade (g/t Au)

2.36

3.20

+36%

Gold Recovery (%)

90%

94%

+4%

Gold milled (ounces)

8,372

5,168

-38%

Gold sales (ounces)1

7,978

6,375

-20%

 Mined gold ounces in the first
quarter were 3,716, down 73% over
the same period in 2018

Beta Hunt Gold Operation1

 AISC improved to US$1,174 per
ounce sold in the first quarter, 36%
lower than the first quarter of 2018

Gold mined – coarse gold / specimens
(ounces)

 Cash operating costs were US$1,076
per ounce sold in the first quarter,
40% lower than the first quarter of
2018
 Gold sales were 6,375 ounces in Q1
 Adjusted EBITDA1 was $(1.9) million
($(0.00) per share) in the first
quarter, an improvement of 13%
over the same period in 2018

Gold tonnes mined (000s)
Gold mined grade (g/t

1.
2.

3.
4.

Au)3,4

Note: numbers may not add due to rounding
The difference in gold sales ounces and gold mined ounces is due to timing differences in
receipt of gold sales depending on completion date of tolling campaigns.
Final grades are determined once mined material has been processed.
As of March 31, 2019, 48.9 kt of gold mineralization remained on the ROM pad for tolling.
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Beta Hunt
Operating Performance
The financial performance in the first quarter reflects the combination of the previously announced
planned temporary shutdown of mining activities at Beta Hunt which significantly reduced production
during the quarter and the resource drilling investment which was running at full scale during the quarter.
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1. Reference is made to the non-IFRS section in RNC’s MD&A for the period ended March 31, 2019.
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Father’s Day Vein
Development is now sufficiently advanced to allow mining activities to begin
underneath the Father’s Day Vein Discovery on 16 Level. This development will target a
1,406 g/t intersection sitting just 7 metres below the Father’s Day Vein area.

Cross section looking North showing location of coarse gold intersection in hole AZ15-013 relative
to Father’s Day Vein
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Beta Hunt Mine:
40,000 Metre Drill Program Underway
At Western Flanks the
intersection between the
mineralized shears and the
property-wide Lunnon
sediment layer further confirms
potential for high grade coarse
gold discoveries.
Higher grade gold intersected
in multiple places over much
greater widths than the current
resource model.

Western Flanks Long Section looking East showing current drilling pierce points and
selected intersections of the Western Flanks shear from current drill results. Note: The
Western Flanks Shear is, in part, made up of multiple lodes over a width of approximately
50m. All intersections are reported as estimated true widths.
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Exercise of Higginsville Gold Operation Purchase Option
HGO purchase option is a significant step forward for RNC and its Beta Hunt mine in
creating value for shareholders
 On closing, RNC will pay Westgold A$25 million in cash and A$21 million in RNC shares
(satisfied by the issuance of 49.8 million RNC shares), for total consideration of A$50
million (including the A$4 million deposit previously satisfied in RNC shares)
 RNC expects to finance the cash component of the purchase price with cash on hand
and additional non-dilutive capital
 Acquisition is expected to close on or about June 10, 2019.

 Milling solution to unlock significant potential of Beta Hunt Mine
 Significantly lower processing costs compared to current toll milling arrangements
 >$C15/tonne or 35% cost savings on processing costs over toll milling.
 Comparable distance to recent toll milling locations
 Transforms RNC’s Western Australia gold operations into a multi-mine operation with a
large land position in the Kalgoorlie gold region
 Beta Hunt ore was successfully toll milled at Higginsville in June 2018 with a 94%
recovery
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HGO Mine & Mill Operations
A multi-mine operation anchored by 1.3
Mtpa mill with large resource base and
386 km2 land package in prolific gold region
 Mining at HGO occurs primarily at the Mt
Henry open pit
 Revenue generation from existing 3rd
party tolling contract
 Significant exploration potential, with
386 km2 of tenure with gold
mineralization potential

 Located along strike and close to mining
centres of Norseman and St Ives,
covering over 50 km of the highly
prospective Norseman-Wiluna
Greenstone belt

Source: Westgold
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Overview of Higginsville Processing Facility

HGO Mill
 Modern low-cost 1.3 Mtpa gold
processing plant, including a
gravity gold recovery circuit with
Knelson concentrator followed
by an Acacia high intensity leach
reactor
 Plant was built in 2007
 Substantial infrastructure
including tailings storage facility

www.royalnickel.com
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HGO Acquisition Summary

 Milling solution provides a key piece of RNC’s strategy to unlock the significant
potential of its Beta Hunt gold mine
 Significantly lower processing costs compared to current toll milling arrangements
 Acquisition transforms RNC’s gold operations in Western Australia into a multi-mine
operation anchored by 1.3 Mtpa mill with significant resource base and 386 km2 land
package in prolific gold area
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Dumont Nickel-Cobalt Project Update
RNC is completing an updated feasibility study which is expected to be announced
by mid-year 2019.

 Dumont remains one of the world's premier battery metals projects
 World's largest undeveloped reserves of nickel and second largest undeveloped
reserves of cobalt.
 Remains one of the only large-scale fully permitted, shovel-ready nickel-cobalt projects
globally
 Ideally positioned to deliver the nickel and cobalt required to meet the massive
demand growth expected from both the stainless steel market and the electric vehicle
market in the coming decade.
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RNC – Focused on Value Creation
Western Australia








Beta Hunt Mine (100%)
Gold Producer
Prolific Kalgoorlie/Kambalda region of Western Australia,
over 85 million ounces of historic production
Producing gold mine with recent high grade Father’s Day Vein
discovery - potential for high grade coarse gold across all
shear zones
Massive gold exploration potential – gold intersections over
4 km strike, remains open in all directions
5km ramp infrastructure in place adjacent to gold structures
(and just 150 metres above high grade coarse gold potential)
40,000 metre drill program ongoing, resource update at end of
second quarter

Quebec, Canada

Dumont Nickel-Cobalt
Project (28%)
 2nd largest nickel reserve in the
world, 5th largest nickel sulphide
discovery ever
 9th largest cobalt reserve
(2nd largest undeveloped cobalt
reserve)
 Shovel ready, all permitting
complete – feasibility update Q2/19
 RNC - Waterton (RNC 28%) JV to
advance Dumont, grow nickel
business
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